Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor-γ Agonists: Potential Therapeutics for Neuropathology Associated with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders
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Abstract

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) result from fetal exposure to alcohol during pregnancy. These disorders present a variety of sequelae including involvement of the central nervous system (CNS) with lasting impact on cognitive function and behavior. FASD occur at an alarming rate and have significant personal and societal impact. There are currently no effective treatments for FASD. Recent studies demonstrate that ethanol induces potent neuroinflammation in many regions of the developing brain. Furthermore, anti-inflammatory agents such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-γ agonists suppress ethanol-induced neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration. This suggests that anti-inflammatory agents may be effective in treatment of FASD. Future studies designed to determine the specific mechanisms by which alcohol induces neuroinflammation in the developing CNS may lead to targeted therapies for FASD.
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Introduction

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASD) result from ethanol exposure during pregnancy, and are the leading cause of mental retardation [1]. An alarming 2-5% of children born in the United States have FASD [2]. Due to the complex, orchestrated processes underway in the developing CNS, it is not surprising that individuals with FASD present a variety of CNS sequelae that often persist throughout life. Neuropathologies associated with FASD are widespread and cause an array of mild to severe cognitive and behavioral impairments [3,4]. In spite of the devastating personal and societal impact of FASD, there remains no cure for these disorders.

Commentary

Animal models of FASD have been developed that exhibit many of the same neuropathology and associated behavioral deficits observed in human FASD. The consequences of ethanol exposure during CNS development in animal models reveals brain malformation, neurodegeneration, altered neural circuitry, impaired learning and memory, and more, recapitulating the human condition [5]. These FASD models are critical to defining the mechanisms that regulate ethanol-induced pathology in the developing CNS, which is critical to establishing effective therapies for these disorders. We and others have demonstrated that ethanol induces significant neuroinflammation in the developing CNS using neonatal rodents to model maternal alcohol consumption during the third trimester of pregnancy [5]. We discovered that ethanol increased the activation of microglia [6], which are endogenous immune cells in the CNS. Ethanol-induced neuroinflammation was associated with loss of cerebellar neurons in these studies suggesting that neuroinflammation may contribute to neurodegeneration. Recently, in studies which are the subject of this commentary, we demonstrated that ethanol also induced the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-1β and TNF-α, and the transcription factor NF-kB in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus. Recent studies by Tupper et al. [9] support these findings with microglial activation and increased IL-1β and TNF-α in the cerebellum and hippocampus at various intervals during and after neonatal alcohol exposure. In addition, recent studies by Bosch et al. [10] demonstrated microglial activation, although analysis of cytokine levels was confounded by disparity in control groups. The observation that ethanol commonly induces IL-1β in these studies suggests a role of inflammasomes because inflammasomes play a critical role in IL-1β processing [11]. Thus, our studies and those of others reveal that ethanol induction of neuroinflammation is multifaceted including microglial activation and expression of pro-inflammatory neuroimmune molecules.

Multiple studies in mouse models provide evidence that even transient neuroinflammation during critical stages of development has long-term, detrimental impact on behavior in adults [12-14]. In addition, transient reduction of microglial cell populations resulted in aberrant development. For example, genetic deletion of CX3CR1, which is expressed by microglia in the CNS, resulted in transient loss of microglia and aberrant synaptic pruning, leading to behavioral deficits in adulthood [15]. These mice also demonstrated impaired synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus and cognition as adults [16]. Our studies [7] that are the focus of this commentary identified microglial activation and neuroinflammatory molecules in brain regions that are high-profile targets of pathogenesis in FASD. Ethanol...
induction of neuroinflammation in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus is particularly meaningful given the wide spectrum of cognitive and behavioral disabilities associated with FASD. The effects of alcohol exposure during fetal development produce lasting consequences, including learning and memory deficits, mood disturbances, and increased risk of substance abuse in adulthood [17–21]. Imaging studies in individuals with FASD demonstrate changes in structure and neural circuitry in these regions that correlate with the severity of cognitive dysfunction [19–21]. Animal models of FASD also document neurodegeneration, disrupted neural plasticity, learning and memory deficits, altered activity levels, and anxiety [5]. In addition, the presence of neuroinflammation in the cerebellum is meaningful in context of the often overlooked, but significant, motor function disabilities and cerebellar-linked cognitive deficits in many individuals with FASD [17,18,20–23]. Based on these facts, we argue that the transient expression of neuroinflammation, including microglial activation and pro-inflammatory cytokine expression, induced by fetal alcohol exposure may be a unifying mechanism in multiple brain regions that leads to neurodegeneration, disruption of neural plasticity and neural circuitry, and cognitive and other behavioral disabilities.

Ethanol induces neuroinflammation in multiple brain regions in FASD models [7,8] and these brain regions are associated with ethanol-induced behavioral deficits. This suggested that anti-inflammatory agents may be effective in suppressing ethanol-induced neuroinflammation and could be effective in blocking ethanol-induced neuropathologies. We and others had previously demonstrated that peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR)-γ agonists suppress neuroinflammation in animals models of neurodegenerative disorders including multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and stroke [24–27]. In the studies which are the subject of this commentary, we demonstrated that the PPAR-γ agonist pioglitazone suppressed microglial activation and cytokine/chemokine production in multiple brain regions including the cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum [7]. This suggests that PPAR-γ agonists may be effective in blocking ethanol-induced cognitive and motor deficits common to FASD. Although the PPAR-γ agonist pioglitazone is commonly used in the treatment of type II diabetes, we are just beginning to investigate its potential for prevention and treatment of FASD. The PPAR-γ agonist docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) has strong potential as a therapeutic for FASD. DHA is believed to be safe to the developing fetus, and in fact has been demonstrated to increase problem solving skills in infants whose mothers received DHA as a supplement during pregnancy or who were provided infant formula containing DHA [28,29]. Studies indicating that DHA blocked neuroinflammation and neuron loss in response to ethanol in vivo in rat hippocampal-entorhinalcortical cultures [30] and blocked somatosensory system-dependent behavioral deficits in vivo in rats treated prenatally with ethanol [31] further support the potential of DHA for the treatment of FASD. In adults, alcohol consumption increases neuroinflammation and, in turn, neuroinflammation increases alcohol consumption as well as development of alcohol use disorders. In this context, it is interesting PPAR-γ agonists have been demonstrated to suppress alcohol drinking behavior in rodents [32,33]. PPAR-γ agonists may reduce alcohol consumption by suppressing neuroinflammation. Thus, PPAR-γ agonists may be effective in treating adult alcohol use disorders as well as FASD.

The studies outlined above suggest that anti-inflammatory agents including PPAR-γ agonists may be effective in suppressing ethanol-induced neuroinflammation and may be effective in the treatment of behavioral deficits associated with FASD. Additional studies are needed to determine the precise mechanisms by which ethanol elicits neuroinflammation in FASD in order to developed targeted therapies for these disorders. Elegant studies by the laboratories of Crews, Guerri, and Szabo indicate that TLR4, HMGB1, and inflammasomes molecules play critical roles in ethanol-induced neuroinflammation in adult rodent models [34–36]. Ethanol also induces epigenetic modification in the CNS [37] and should be considered as an additional mechanism through which ethanol may modulate neuroinflammation. Determining the inflammatory molecules and other immune signaling pathways that control ethanol-induced neuroinflammation in the developing CNS is critical to defining novel therapies for FASD.
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